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REGIONAL UPDATES

GLASS LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS FROM NY and NJ!

Applications for ADL NY/NJ’s 2022-2023 Glass Leadership Institute (GLI) are open now through August 22nd! GLI builds a network of emerging
leaders, ages 20s to 40s, who are knowledgeable about ADL’s work and are committed to ensuring the vitality of the organization. At the culmination of the program, participants will have a deeper understanding ADL’s mission, goals, and impact and how they can make a meaningful difference.

GLI APPLICATION

Is there an emerging leader in your network that you think would be a great addition to GLI? Nominate them to join the program.

NOMINATE A PARTICIPANT

NATIONAL UPDATES & RESOURCES

The COMBAT plan is a comprehensive, six-part approach for federal, state, and local governments to fight domestic and global antisemitism. It calls on leaders at every level of government to condemn antisemitism, authorize and
improve hate crimes laws, stop the spread of antisemitism online and protect Jewish institutions often targeted by antisemitic acts.

**TAKE ACTION: Tell Your Lawmakers to COMBAT Antisemitism**

Urge your lawmakers to partner with ADL to implement the COMBAT plan in your community!

CONTACT YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS

This month, the National Constitution Center and ADL presented its 23rd Annual Supreme Court Review, which featured distinguished legal experts Erwin Chemerinsky, Gregory G. Garre, Amy Howe and Frederick Lawrence. During this webinar, the speakers discussed the important cases of the SCOTUS term, including voting rights, church-state separation, reproductive rights and immigration. They also discussed the impact of Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson’s confirmation to the Court and what to expect next term.

Listen to the two part series of Scott Richman’s *From the Frontlines* podcast featuring an interview with ADL VP of Civil Rights, Steve Freeman about the 23rd Annual Supreme Court Review of this year’s very consequential Supreme Court Term.

WATCH HERE
UPCOMING EVENTS

The urgency in combatting antisemitism couldn’t be higher — we are tracking an average of seven antisemitic incidents per day— and we must join together to discuss and to act, because change happens when we come together.

Join us for Never Is Now on November 10th at the Javits Center in New York City.

JOIN US ON THE FRONTLINES

ADL Frontline members have the exclusive opportunity to join our new regional Activist Groups! Working closely with ADL staff, each group in New York City, New Jersey, Long Island and Westchester develop high level programming, help establish community relationships, and assist with ADL’s outreach and engagement.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

STAY UPDATED WITH ADL NY/NJ

ADL NY/NJ Twitter Spotlight:

- We are appalled that members of the Deal Jewish community were
harassed and threatened during Shabbat.

- **ADL NY/NJ was excited to be at the 113th NAACP National Convention in Atlantic City.**

- **Nassau County, NY became the latest victim of antisemitic flyering by the Goyim Defense League.**